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Reporters will now have to leave their cell phones with security guards before entering such meetings,
photographers cannot take photos before Putin enters the room, and television cameras must be
pointed at the wall until the meeting starts, Kommersant reported.

Following the “unintentional” leak of a secret military project by state television on Tuesday,
the Kremlin has instituted new guidelines for covering military meetings: cameramen must
keep their cameras pointed at the wall until the president arrives, the Kommersant newspaper
reported Friday.

During a meeting between President Vladimir Putin and his senior military advisors and
officials in the seaside village of Sochi on Tuesday, a cameraman briefly filmed over the
shoulder of a military officer, catching a description of a new weapons system known simply
as “Status-6.”

Status-6 appears to be an unmanned submarine packed with a high-megaton thermonuclear
warhead and radioactive material to create a massive dirty bomb, which would render an
enemy's port or coastline a radioactive wasteland “for long periods of time.”



The Pentagon has reportedly been aware of such a weapon under development in Russia for at
least a year, and Russian analysts have argued that the leak was intentional to demonstrate
the lengths Russia is willing to go in preserving its nuclear deterrent in the face of U.S. missile
defenses.

Nonetheless, Kremlin spokesman Dmitry Peskov on Wednesday lamented the allegedly
unintentional leak, promising to tighten procedures for state media reporters covering
meetings between Putin and his military staff.

Reporters will now have to leave their cell phones with security guards before entering such
meetings, photographers cannot take photos before Putin enters the room, and television
cameras must be pointed at the wall until the meeting starts, Kommersant reported.

Furthermore, military officials present at meetings are being encouraged to study their
documents prior to the arrival of the press.
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